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PRODUCT FAMILY: ACCESSORIES
CODE: 528
DESCRIPTION: Hydrobrush. Chrome-plated.

CERTIFICATIONS:
TUV system certification UNI EN ISO 9001:2008.

PRODUCT FEATURES:
Lever activated toilet spray jet made of ABS, with self-closing system. Complete with holder, flexible hose and back activating lever.
Chrome-plated. Lever, shower head and decorative ring made of chrome-plated ABS. It features 3 water holes for a better cleaniing of the toilet.
It is not suitable for personal cleansing. The flexible hose is 1200 mm long and is made of three-layer PVC and reinforced nylon, polished, complete
with ½” swivel joint and ½” conical nut with swivel joint (length: 30 mm); connecting gaskets included.
Wall holder made of chrome-plated ABS included, complete with wall mounting screws and plugs.
FIXING (INSTALLATION):
Mount the holder on the wall by means of the included screws and plugs.
Connect the flexible hose to the hydrobrush and to the power supply, using the

MAINTENANCE:
Check the correct fastening of the product periodically.
Clean with water and soap or other suitable cleaning products. Do not use products

relevant gaskets.
Position the shower head on the holder.

containing chlorine, hydrochloric acid, or any of their derivatives, or other acids or

PRODUCT COMPOSITION:
N° 1 Hydrobrush - ABS - shock-resistant
N° 1 Shower head, lever, ring - ABS
N° 1 Flexible hose 1200 mm - PVC, reinforced nylon
N° 2 Gaskets - NBR
N° 1 Holder - ABS
N° 2 Screws + plugs

The above mentioned information cannot be considered as binding.

bases, even if diluted.
Dry with a soft cloth.

PRODUCT PACKAGING:
Packed in polybag and in cardboard box 190 x 190 x 50 mm.
Weight: 0,35 kg
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